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What Is Digital Worth Academy?
DW Academy is a course, software suite and coaching program focused on how to build high authority web
properties for income and eventual asset sale.
It’ll focus on 3 core elements:
- Finding low competition profit centers in big niches
- Building small blogs that turn into large content platforms
- Using clean and highly effective SEO systems to start a snowball of long term traffic.
Web properties worse than the ones our students will build, monetized the same way, are selling for 30x
monthly revenue.
We’ll be teaching how to grow a web property from zero to $10,000 per month revenue, and set up for a sale
at 30x: $300k
What's In The Digital Worth Academy Course?
Digital Worth Academy will include the following components:
1. The Course: 7 sections, more than 30 modules and 150 videos detailing the entire process of building a
profitable digital asset from scratch.
2. The Coaching Program: For 10 Weeks, Sara and Andrew along with their team of coaches (all former
students now successful with their own websites) guide students by hand through the setup process,
including live webinars, one on one chats, support desk, forum and more.
3. Software Tools: Our suite of proprietary software tools give students a competitive advantage in building
web properties. Different tools help locate niche opportunities more easily, hunt down perfect keywords with
analytical precision & calculate profit potential of new markets before entering them.
4. Community: In our members area, private facebook group and forum, members can form real bonds,
helping each other succeed through networking and relationships.
5. Outsource Staff: Access to a list of our own verified staff members who can help students complete tasks
that will accelerate their results, from keyword research, to content creation, to website design, to SEO. If
students don’t have time to complete tasks on their own, this lets them make progress anyway.

